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The Romanian Journal of Social Sciences (RJSS) is an international, multi-disciplinary, 

bi-annual newly established academic journal in the field of social studies. The journal is edited 

exclusively in English and it is published by the Romanian Association of Young Scholars (RAYS) 

in May and November. Given its interdisciplinary focus, the Romanian Journal of Social Sciences 

welcomes research that encompasses a diverse range of theoretical and empirical approaches, as 

long as they are highly articulated from a methodological perspective.  

  The aim of the Romanian Journal of Social Sciences is to provide a forum for academic 

interaction and research for post-doctoral researchers and PhD. candidates. RJSS seeks to promote 

new, cutting-edge research in the field of social sciences, particularly interdisciplinary studies on 

contemporary issues, but also encourages 'state of art' critical reviews. 

RJSS welcomes contributions on any topic in the field of social sciences. We invite post-

doctoral researchers and PhD. candidates to submit research papers, articles, case studies and book 

reviews written in English for the first issue of the Romanian Journal of Social Sciences. RJSS 

accepts both quantitative and qualitative studies, particularly those that focus on an 

interdisciplinary approach. 

  All articles submitted for the Romanian Journal of Social Sciences are subjected to an initial 

editor screening and then to a blind, double peer review process – and as such – should meet the 

standards of scientific significance, originality, clarity and academic rigor. 

Submission of an article implies that it is the author's own original work and that it has not 

been submitted for review at another publication. Finally, all submissions which are not following 

the required format (as presented in the Author's Guidelines section) will be returned to the authors 

for modification. 

Please submit your paper at rjss@rays.org.ro by May, 31st 2017. For more information, 

please visit www.rays.org.ro/rjss .  
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